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Smart meters supply information about the electricity con-

sumption of a household in a quick and detailed manner. How-

ever, these data might also reveal how many inhabitants a 

household has, when they are at home, and which devices they 

possess. According to the doctoral thesis of the computer sci-

entist Sören Finster of Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), 

using the advantages of smart metering and maintaining priva-

cy require a small expenditure only. For this purpose, the 

measurement data of several households are combined.   

Power grids are gaining complexity. An increasing energy share is 

produced by wind turbines and photovoltaic systems, cogeneration 

units, and biogas facilities that are distributed over the complete 

power grid. “Coordination of this multitude of decentralized power 

producers is a big challenge,” says KIT computer scientist Dr. Sören 

Finster. He thinks that smart metering is an important tool to man-

age this challenge. Smart electricity meters transmit data on current 

electricity consumption via the internet, for instance. In this way, 

utility companies are informed rapidly about when which amount of 

electricity is needed and they can adapt their production accordingly. 

As a source of information in a smart power grid, smart meters are 

very useful for supply security and energy efficiency.  

Regular read-out provides a detailed overview of electricity con-

sumption, but also insights into the everyday life of a household. 

Conclusions may be drawn with respect to private circumstances. 

“When using smart metering for the implementation of the smart 

grid, protection of privacy is indispensable,” Finster emphasizes. 

This above all implies protection against unauthorized access of the 

measured data. “If my power consumption allows the conclusion to 

be drawn that I do not have any air-conditioning system and I re-

ceive a lot of advertising material, no damage is done to me, but I 

have the uncomfortable feeling of being watched,” the scientist says. 

Moreover, by unauthorized access to the data collected, third parties 

may obtain information about when certain inhabitants are away 

from home or when certain devices are operated.  

Smart Electricity Meters and Privacy 

Close-to-practice Smart Metering Concept Measures Electricity Flows, but Does not Allow Any 

Conclusions to Be Drawn with Respect to the Habits of Users  
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Finster’s doctoral thesis “Protokolle für privatsphärengerechtes 

Smart Metering” (Protocols for privacy-compliant smart metering) 

describes how data can be transmitted and used without allowing 

conclusions to be drawn with respect to private habits. The thesis 

was written at the Chair of Professor Martina Zitterbart of the KIT 

Institute of Telematics. Finster designed special communication 

protocols, by means of which the data can be concealed before they 

are sent and the measured values are summarized over several 

households and shifted in the figure space. Randomly generated 

masking data that do not contain any information about the meas-

urement value are used to disguise the measured data. “By means 

of these pre-processed measurement values, the data can be 

transmitted with privacy being ensured,” Finster says. The recipient 

can no longer draw any conclusions with respect to the original 

measurement data. Still, the sum of the values transmitted corre-

sponds to the sum of the measured values. ”They supply valuable 

information about the current consumption situation, but do no long-

er put the privacy of individual households at risk,” the scientist em-

phasizes. Finster proves that the idea of peer-to-peer privacy protec-

tion by bundling data of several households without any additional 

infrastructure can be applied in reality with a small expenditure only. 

The processes used require little computing power of the smart me-

ters and, hence, are associated with a small electricity consumption 

and low production costs.  

According to the KIT scientist, utility companies and manufacturers 

of smart meters are already interested in the software solution in 

order to meet their customers’ potential needs for confidentiality-

compliant smart metering. By 2020, the number of smart electricity 

meters installed worldwide is expected to total 800 million.  

Digital Press Kit Relating to the Science Year 2014 

Communication, energy supply, mobility, industry, health care, lei-

sure time: Digital technologies have long been part of our everyday 

life, they open up new opportunities and offer solutions for problems 

of society. At the same time, they pose challenges. Opportunities 

and risks will be in the focus of the Science Year 2014 – The Digital 

Society. At the KIT, researchers of all disciplines study various – 

technical and societal – aspects of digitization.  The digital press kit 

of KIT relating to the Science Year 2014 contains short portraits, 

press releases, and videos:  

http://www.pkm.kit.edu/digitalegesellschaft    

http://www.pkm.kit.edu/digitalegesellschaft
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Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is a public corporation 

according to the legislation of the state of Baden-Württemberg. 

It fulfills the mission of a university and the mission of a na-

tional research center of the Helmholtz Association. Research 

activities focus on energy, the natural and built environment as 

well as on society and technology and cover the whole range 

extending from fundamental aspects to application. With about 

9400 employees, including more than 6000 staff members in the 

science and education sector, and 24,500 students, KIT is one 

of the biggest research and education institutions in Europe. 

Work of KIT is based on the knowledge triangle of research, 

teaching, and innovation. 

This press release is available on the internet at www.kit.edu. 
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